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INTRODUCTICN.

the various manifestations of irritability,
the one most studied is conduction. The physiologist
is concerned not only with conduction as it occurs in
nerves, but also with conduction as it occurs in all
Of

i:at

kinds of living systems.

gained from experiments

on

is unfortunate for nerves
ialised structure, and it

!_nog

nervous

led_;e has been

tissue alone.

This

have a complicated and spec-

easier to obtain
information from, simpler, less differentiated types
of protoplasm. It is possible that, in the future,
studies of relatively undifferentiated protoplasm will
throw much needed light on sont of the baffling probmight be

physiology. But et the present time,
students of simpler systerrs are more apt to draw their
inspiration from studies of nerve, whereas nerve
physiologists have but little influence on studies of
conduction ps it occurs in the simpler types of protolems of nerve

plasm.

Since cond action is a general attribute of livin
systems, it ould seem probable that there is a general underlyin: similarity in the process as it occurs
in undifferentiated protoplasm, in muscle and in nerve.
V.,

point practically all workers are agreed.
The conduction of an impulse along a nerve is not due
to a physical disturbance which gradually fades out
On one
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origin;

it is rather

disturbance
actively initiated along every point in its path.
Indeed it is universally compared to a series of
explosions, such as might occur along e series of
from the point of

a

piles of gunpowder. In such a system, if any particular rile of gunpowder were wet, the explosion at that
point would be weak;

but

if

the explosion were strong

transmitted to the next dry pile, it
would resume its original magnitude. Exactly such a
behaviour is believed to occur in nerve; as is indicat
ed by the fact that the nerve shows increased metaboli
enough to be

impulses pass along. it.
Apparently, all along a nerve, as an impulse
Lasses, successive parts of the axis cylinder are

activity

when

thrown into

activity

activity.

evidence is strong that the
of nerve protoplasm is similar to the activit
The

other kinds of Im otoplasm. In general , all types
of irritable protoplasm are aroused by the same stimul
sting agents and anaesthetised by essentially the same
anaesthetics. Not only is the excitation of a nerve
prevented by these anaesthetics but the conduction
along e nerve is also prevented. Thus if one end of
e nerve is stimulated electrically, the passage of an
impulse along a nerve may be blocked by fat solvent
anaesthetics, by cold, etc. 7ence we are led to conclude that in some way or another the passage of an
impulse is due to a progressive series of stimulus.
of

7

-3Presumably, as any portion of

it

immediately exerts

a

2

nerve becorres

stimulating action

on

active,
the

adjacent portion of protoplasm. Thus a wave of
activity passes along the nerve. Similar waves of
activity pass along muscle and other types of living

rn9terial.
The

problem of conduction is to discover the

nature of the stimulus exerted by excited protoplasm
on adjacent unexcited protoplasm. Two tapes of
stimulation are possible: We can conceive either
that there is a stimulating electric current which
Passes between active and inactive protoplasm or that
thé active protoplasm stimulates the inactive protoplasm adjacent to it by the production of some chemic
al stimulating agent. There is good evidence that
both types of mechanism exist. Yurther, there is no
reason for the supposition that either one or the oth
type of conduction mutually excludes the presence of
the other. Rather, as has been th fate of rrdny riva
scientific hypotheses, the truth lies somewhere betwe
the two. Ve may use the word "phys ico-che mic al. "
The author intends to use the term "biochemical
processes" for the discussion of the general background processes (in other words, the metabolism of
excitable tissue) and to reserve the term "physicochemical' for the discussion of the more immediate
events concerned in the conduction of the impulse.
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electric stimulation may be responsible :f'or pr otoplssmic conduction is
both old and new. Ever, active region of a tissue is
The

evidence that

r.,r ogress

ive

negative to an inactive region. There is thus a
difference of potential, and action currents flow
from inactive to active regions. euch action current
are powerful enough to produce excitation of inactive
protoplasm. This has been known since the early bioelectric studies of Galvani and his immediate success
ors (theosoopic frog or Galvani's contraction without
metals).
For many years the accepted the ory has been that
conduction of the nerve impulse depends on excitatio
by a succession of action currents and this theory
goes back to the early days of Dub ois -Raymond and
Hemann. In more recent years the theory has been
1). Also on the basis of
developed by Lillie
various assumptions and disre.arding the presence of
the nodes of Ranvier, Rushton (2) has developed
mathematical equations in terms of the theory. From
his mathematical analysis, Rushton concludes that if
a brief electric shock is to be effective in causing
an impulse to trave 1 along a nerve , it must of ne cess
ity excite a certain minimal length of nerve. This
length is given by an equation. Excellent recent
(

evidence has been supplied by Hodgkin. (3) and

by

-5T'asaki (4 ).

gkin found that the vel ocity of the
nerve impulse along crab and squid axon was faster if
Hod

they were immersed in sea eater rather then in oil.
The presence of oil would increa ^e the electrical
resistance mound the fibre and rresumably tend to

the action currents. Also, Hodgkin found
that if he hastened the passage of action currents
by i tallic bridges along a squid nerve fibre, the
speed of the impulse was increased.
In a series of
papers, Tasaki studied details of conduction in
isolated toad fibres. He considers the fact, already
suggested by Lillie that the action currents jump
slow down

from one node of Ranvier

myelin sheath

is

an

AD

another .

Indeed, the

insulator with high electrical

resistance.
In muscle also, that is to say

in muscle with
lon fibres (either smooth or striated) conduction
seems to depend on a series of action currents (5) .
can the other hand, short -fibred muscles are relativel
insensitive to electric stimulation and conduction in
these muscles may depend on a chemical mechanism.
It is aprarent that the action current theory of
nerve conduction has much in its favour. But this do s
not necessarily exclude the participation of diffusing
chemical substances or nerves of chemical reaction in
the propagation of the nervous impulse along a fibre.
,

fibres may contain the pot ent
substance acetylcholine (6, 7). Acetylcholine

Nerve and muscle

have some

relation

humor al
may

to conduction of the impulse.

It
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is barely possible that between the nodes in the
saltatory theory of conduction) a chemical r.ec'hanisrn
may play some part. Another possibility is that
(

acetylcholine itself is primarily responsible for the
action current. This opinion is held by Tiachmansohn
(8).
The region of contact between two neurons is
called a synapse. across such a synapse, impulses
pass from one neuron to the next. Also nerves transmit impulses across an end Plate or myoneural junctio
to muscle fibres. Originally, and again recently (9)
it was thought that the very anatomical arrangement
of the synapse or myoneural junction precluded the

possibility

electric type of
before such electrical effect

of anything except an

transmission.

But even

definitely proven strong evidence was presented
to show tleat power ful stimulating agents such as acet-

were

ylcholine and sympathin, were actually produced in a
ganglion, at synapses between nerve cells and at
myoneural junctions. There then arose a very vigoro
discussion as to the true my chanism of trans mis si on
across the gap. Lost of the details of the arguments
presented may b e found in Symposium on the Synapse (1. ),
(11), and in various other reviews (12, 13) . At the
present tirne it is clear that acetylcholine is actually
produced at nerve endings and is capable of causing

stimulation of certain types

of nerve and muscle

cells.

-7Dale, a leader of the chen_i.ca_i school of though
vial led to rein rk "that it was unreasonable to sui, pos
that nature would provide for the liberation in the
ganglion of acetylcholine, the most powerful known
Hence

stimul2nt of ganglion cells, for the purpose of fooling physiologists." To this Linnier replied that it
was likewise unreasonable to supr.ose that action
potentials would be delivered at the synapses, appare tly
adequate for exciting ganglion cells, merely to fool
physiologists. Such action potentials have been described for the myoneural junction by Eccles, Katz and
Muffler (14) . The myoneiu al junction is paralysed by
the use of the drug curare, and then vhe n the nerve
stimulated a potential difference along a small strip
of parallel muscle fibres could be detected. In an
isolated nerve fibre - muscle preparation, Muffler (l:.)
has been able to obtain "endplate potentials" of ab ou
forty millivolts. Similarly "synaptic potentials,"
have been studied by Eccles (16) .
Supporters of the chemical theory, at least in
the past, believe that chemical mediation can account
for all the phenomena and that there is no electric
transmission of any consequence across a synapse or
myoneural junction (17). On the other hand, there is
a tendency for electro- physiologists to attribute to
acetylcholine a sensitising action on nerve or muscle
so t;'.:C t transmission of the electric stiLio__La ray be
facilitated. (18).
When nerve impulses are discussed in terrra of th
action current theory, ph;.siolcgists generally

-8-

that action currents stimulate by the process
of "depolarisation." In terms of the .=',ernstein
theory, cells are supTosed -to be polarised in such a
way that a membrane at their surface separates an
outside lager of positive charges from an inside laye
assume

of ne-r,tive charges.

ity will produce
char, ed

a

Increase in

permeabildepolarisation of the hypothetical
membrane

membrane .

reasons which will

considered in a later
section (IIa, IV) Bernstein's theory must be regarded
too simple , and certaini:: in unmodified form it canno
account for the chemical basis of bioelectric phenome a.
l'orbes is of the opinion that a more adequate theory
For

be

might be developed in terms of

protein molecules (19)

time, it is generally believed
that some sort of film or membrane is responsible for
bioelectric potentials. As to the nature of this fil
or membrane and as to the exact origin of differences
At the present

potential, opinions differ. Beutner has adhered t
the idea that the film responsible for I;.LI.F.'s of
of

living material is composed of a water -immiscible
substance. IIe has performed experiments with inanima 'e
systems in which water insoluble lipoids separate
soluti ons o_C electrolytes. However, granting the tru h
of. all Beutner 's ex er inents , it is not clear how the
can be applied to an explanation of the various types
of bioelectric currents, In a more recent experiment

-9Beutner and Barnes (20) have found that acetylcholine

exceptionally marked effect on the potential
difference of oil -water interfaces. Beutner is not
alone in believing that s ur ece layer of a living cell
is essentially non -aqueous lager. '.fhe same- point of
view is held strongly by Osterhout (21).
Another point of view is that the semipermeable
properties of the plasma membrane and its differentia
resistance to the passage of p o -it ive and negative
ions are due essentially to presence of pores. One of
the exp onents of this view is I,lichaelis (22 ). With
various types of membranes, but especially with the
dried colloidion membrane, he has shown that they offer
resistance to the passage of ions and in general, if
the ores of the membrane are positively charged, the
offer more resistance to the passage of cations. If
membrane, differentially permeable to ions, separates
two concentrations of an electrolyte solution (or two
different solutions of electrolytes) a potential
difference can be calculated from well known chemical
equations. If cell rrBmbranes can be assumed to have
negatively charged pores, then the passage of anions
through them would be retarded.
The essential point of the _'.ernstein theory is
that the nerve fibre and its surrounding medium do
Inot constitute e system in equilibrium. The nerve
fibre maintains its resting potential by creating, a
has an

field of diffusion across the membrane. The other
theories spring from l=ernst's view that the nerve
fibre and its surrounding medium should be regarded a
a system in equilibrium, and the membrane potential aa phase boundary potential. Boyle and Conway (23)
have extensively discussed the consequences of the
assumption that a Donnen equilibrium prevails between
the muscle fibre and its external medium.
Until vers recently, the time of public2tion of
Lorente de No's comprehensive -,:onograph (24), the

reference of a Dorman equilibrium between Prot oplari
the external tissue fluid, to the membrane potential
enjoyed e considerable vogue. This was quite unwarrar ted fcr the followin reasons: on the Dorman equilibri um
view the membrane potential should undero an imp ortar. t
change when potassium ions are removed fron.the external medium. 'uch a change was observed only under
anoxic conditions;, after a few minutes of respiretior
in a potassium-free medium the membrane potential was
restored (24). Berard (25) recognized the need of
oxidative metabolism for the maintenance of the
structure of cell membranes, but to it he attributed
only an indirect role (See also Danielli (26) p. 45 ).
Lorente de No (24) states that "oxidative metabolism

directly establishes and maintains the nernbrane potent
ial, to a certain extent independently of the external
as well as the internal concentration of ions." The
evidence will be discussed in Section IV.

An

explanation

of

bioelectric otenti.als , exclud
1:

ing the participation of a rrembrane , is advocated by
Heilbronn. Living cells are known to contain bound
cat i ons in cons id erab le amount . If it is a ssum d tha

in resting cells cations are bound to proteins at or
near the surface, then the protein- cation compound c
be regarded as an electrode capable of giving off ion
t o the s oluti on surrounding it . There would be a

difference of potential between the outer region of t
cell where more cation is believed to be bound and the
cell interior where less cation is bound. There is
considerable evidence that cations are released from
the cortex on stimulation. This would have an immed-

iate effect in

making the outer region of the

cell

negative and might account for the action current
Actually, the potential difference between interior and
exterior of the cell region-, would depend not only on
the binding of cation in the interior. Steinbach (27)
originally suggested the interpretation of bioelectric
potentials in terra of colloidal electrolytes and this
view has also been subscribed to by Amberson (28). Th
relationship of pH and isoelectric point to the grotei
-cation complex is of course relevant here.
more

I.

SECTION

Tira SEAT

A !D

I.ETABOLI:3L.: Or EXCITABTE

TISSUE.
a

)

General Let ab o li sm

All cells require a continued suplly of energy
to maintain their integrity and their ability to
function. F1illie (29) early this century found that
nerve conduction

failed in the absence

this observation

was

of oxygen;

confirmed in 1926 when nerve

respiration and heat production, at rest and during
activity, were measured by Bill and Uerard. Letabol
ism supplies the energy to

the necessary work of
the living organism, e.g., the contraction of muscle
and the Enintainence of polarisation across a membra
etc. Ilot only may a change in molecular species, bu
a1s o a change in the number of molecules of one speci
may be a

The

ion is

do

s

requisite step in the event of fw.racti oning.
role a metabolic event plays in tissue fanct

difficult

to determine.

Lactate fair-ration in

contracting muscle is a good example. \T;hen discovere
lactic acid was assigned the key role of initiating
shortening. Its removal or neutralisation permitted
relaxation. Later, attention to energy; balance
emphasised that glyc olysis could supply the energy
required in anaerobic contraction and that this react
ion was largely reset with oxidative metabolism in
oxygen.

It

was assumed

that,

even under aerobic con-

ditions when no lactate change was found, that there
was a rapid formation and destruction of this substan e.

-13Indeed

lactic acid

was sup':

osedly involved in both

energetics and mechanics.
All this has been changed as a result of work
showin_: crestine phosphate and A.T.I. changes, alacti
contraction a nd the use of iodoacetic acid . The
crestine phosphate end the A.T.P. breakdown supply th
energy needed for contraction heat and wor_:; lactate
for ìi .ti on is not an immediate energw source. The
accumulation of this substance u:zder anaerobic conditions is, in a sense, a sib of failure of the cell to
complete initiated oxidations.

b)

The

Energy Let ab olism

eur oras

o

.

This subject has been extensively reviewed by
..erard (30) '''uastel (31) Gerard (18), and `perand (32)
For nerve

,

to

in contrast

mus c le ,

the heat and

respiration balance of rest and activity were first
established. Lactic acid seemed to play no part except as an anaerobic end-product, later it was shown
to serve as a substitute fuel when normal glucose
oxidation was interfered with by iodoacetic acid; and
anaerobic glycolysis was likewise established as e
source of energ . But oxidations by oxygen or an ox-

idising reserve remain of special importance in nerve,
for (see next Ic) the long and large delayed heat
production cannot be dissociated from the initial heat
anoxia.

rest,

destroy more carbohydrate than could be (ally oxidised while the R.Q. rema'ns
at 0.8, and carbohydrate utilisation can taper off to
zero while the oxygen consumption is maintained unalt ed. given brain with a resting R.Q. of 1.0 and a carbo
hydrate fuel, can shift to another substrate which fu y
supports respiration. During activity the much increa-ed
oxidative metab olism of nerve is not suplorted by carbohydrate. The R.Q. or the extra res iration does rise
nearly 1,0 in tetanised nerves but carbohydrate loss i
by

At

nerve

rrsy

L

rise in

acid soluble phosphorus
and in ammonia liberation occurs suggesting the deo ad
ation of any of the following:- phospholipoids , phos-

not increased.

Some

phoproteins, creatine phosphate or A.T.P. and glutamin
(a substance which has recently assumed great importan

e

-15in membrane structure nintainence (See Section 1I2);
but the question is ver y open. 1lucleotide and nuc le o

protein decrease in -Fatigued nerve (33) is an observation challeninT resolution of this problem (see
Section Iila).
In vitro measurennnt of oxygen consumption has
been studied (34); during the course o_" degeneration
of the cat optic nerve , six months after section, the

intact
one. This finding suggests that non- axonal structure
in a nerve trunk avere e as high a respiration as the
MCOIT3 do.
similar observation has been reported fo
glia and neurons in the spinal cord (35). _neurons
constitute hardly three per cent of the cortex grey
matter yet, frcnthalmic degeneration experiments, it
is estimated that one third of all the cytochrome of
this region is in the neurons. Fùrther, during at
optic nerve

was using as much oxygen as the

.A

least

the second month

after peripheral

nerve section

oxidase activity of anterior horn ,fey matter is

decreased almost twenty five per cent (36); and a fa
in cord oxygen cons umpti on after bilateral but not un
lateral sciatic section was earlier reported (37).

Clearly before the absolute oxygen usage

of nerve

1

cel

quantitative change in this wit
the degree of physiological activity, the anatomical
can be

stated,

difficulties

or the

must be overcome.

erve membrane potential and activity are lost
sooner under the combined action of cyanide to

11

much

b

ock

-L-

respiration and iodoacetate to block glycolysis than
under the single action of either (38). Although
carboh: drate is the primary fuel o nervous tissue
the chemical path followed in

its

breakdown is perhaps

identical with that of muscle (39) and modern work
(40) , the obs ervat i on that isotonic brain homogenates
intact cells) can maintain, at the expense of non -

not

(

equal to that of
slices, confirms the older suggestions.
A distincti on between the respiratory metabolisms
of white and grey matter exists. The former uses
glycogen or its phosphorolysis product hexosel phosphate, as does muscle; while the latter favours glue os
which is first phosphorylated with aid. of A.T.P. (39).

carbohydrate,

an oxygen consumrti on

-17The Heat

c)
.

The

Production of Nerve

existence

of a

and Lus

ele .

refractory phase following

the conduction of en impulse and the independence of
the int ensity of the effect produced from the int ensity of the applied stimulus , indicate the active
rsrt i c ir. a ti on of the nerve membrane in carrying an
impulse (see also Section IIe). Further, a nerve

its

conductivity under conditions of
asphyxia and recovers it with oxygen , suggesting , as
noted above, an oxidative basis for this activity.
The production of heat must accompany all oxidations,
alt hough, until the time when sufficiently sensitive
instruments were devised, the phenonDnon could not be
demonstrated in nerve .
_?erve like muscle , produces its heat in two
distinct phases. For each impulse, there is a heat
production lasting for a few thousandths of a second
followed by a prolonged heat liberation. The rate of
heat liberation in the initial phase is five thousand
times as great as at the start of the delayed, but
only eleven per cent of the heat is produced during
the first phase.
loses

power of

,

In muscle

,

it

has been found

that the initial

phase of heat producti on, accompanying contraction, i
independent of oxygen, whereas the delayed phase occ
onl:i when oxygen is available . In the absence of oxy
gen, muscle is able to cont inue activity for a long

time.

Nerve

is different, for in absence

of oxygen

-18both

initial

and delayed heats

fall gradually

to

extinction in about three hours when the nerve is
asphyxiated and has lost its rower of conduction.
The difference between the oxygen consumption
of resting and stimulated nerve corresponds very
closely to the value calculated from the heat production on the assumption that carbohydrate is the only
substrate metabolised. The extra oxygen consumption
does not appear or cesse sharply with the

stop of stimulation, but shows

indicating that

much,

if

not

a

all,

start

or

considerable lag
of the oxygen con-

sumption is delayed in time corresponding to the

delayed heat (41).
The

ratios

of

initial

to delayed heat is 1:1.5

in frog muscle and nerve respectively. Nine
five per cent of the delayed heat of muscle is depend
ent on the presence of oxygen. In nerve, the rihole o
the delayed heat occurs just the sarre whether oxygen
and

1; 15

is present or not.
The 1:15

ratio for

nerve indicates that

if

the

chemical reactions of muscle occur also in nerve in
the same sequence, there is something of considerable
importance in addition. There is no doubt that the

delayed heat of nerve is ultimately derived from

oxidative metabolism.

The

this
nerve consumes extra

relevant facts

on

point Are (42):- (1) in oxygen a
oxygen when stimulated, in amount corresponding to the
heat. (2) If kept stimulated in nitro =;en, it consume

-19-

extra oxygen afterwards

is introduced,
(z) in nitro -7e:n it pmoduces carbon dioxide. It thus
seems evident that in nerve there is present an ox,yge
compound not dissociated even at low oxygen pressures
when oxygen

providing a reserve for oxidation when molecular oxyg -n
is excluded. This substance is probably an electron
acceptor of the cytochrom series.
In muscle it is possible to separate the initial,
non -oxidative phase from the delayed oxygen -recovery
by removing oxygen;

soon as recovery

is

in nerve

it is

not.

In

latter,

impossible by exhaustion of
the oxygen store, the Thole process of conduction
ceases. Hill (42) is of the opinion that "recovery
iaade

involves at least two processes: (1) restoration of
a substance whose breakdown liberates the energy for
the initial cycle , perhaps in the surface of the
fibres, (_) the re-charging of a battery of some kind
by which the potential difference across the surface
is maintained. If either fails transmission must soo

cease.`

sufficiently thin muscle suspended in oxygen free rr_ediui:. so that the lactic acid formed in it can
A

diffuse
days,

nviay

is able to respond to stimulation for

Thy then does nerve which conducts

a

very

similar impulse fail under anaerobic conditions?
Is the nerve cell deficient in glycolytic enzymes
which synthesise the action potential- forming substance or is its structure or function imrediately

one

s

dependent on oxygen?

- ayliss's

view

Hodgkin (43) seems to favour

that "the impulse is

a

reversible

physico-chernical process not immediately dependent on
iretabolic reactions.' Pre surably, he would explain
away the fact of heat production in the following way:
Is the initial heat associated with the generation of.
the action potential? At present it is impossible to
answer that question. Lorente de .o has presented
evidence in favour of the "immediate oxygen" hyp othesi
(see Section IV). The idea that the heat production
is due to an E.M.P. acting through the membrane resistance is not essentially different from Hill's postulate of the breakdown of a chemical substance.
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a)

TIE

The iembrane

C

HARACTER

P TICS

OF CONDUCTION.

Hyjothesis.

According to the membrane hypothesis or core -

conductor theory, the nerve

cell

is the seat
of an E.Ivi.F. which keens the cytoplasm of the cell
electrically negative with respect to the intercellula
membrane

fluid. 3ince all points on the resting cell membrane
are at the sacre potential there can be no current flow
and therefore no electrical activity. If for any
"

reason there is a membrane breakdown at one point alon
the length of a nerve fibre, the potential will not be
the same at all points and, since there is a conductin
medium, current will flow from the normal parts of the
axon into the region of breakdown. The local currents
are set up which serve as the stimulus for adjacent
Tarts of the fibre.
To establish the correctness of this theory it is

potential exists
2) to show that there are local currents flowing in
he pro per direction and of sufficient magnitude to
cause excitation, (3) to show that when a definite
threshold is reached there is a membrane breakdown, an.
4) that the following expression V = 58 log 10 Ci my
Ce
ecessary to

show

(1) that

a membrane

olds good for the evaluation of the membrane potentia

represent internal and external concentration of cations - the mmbrane is imper::able to anions

Ci and Ce

Bernstein hypothesis) . re thus see that on
the above hypothesis the nerve fibre and s ürr ounding
rrsdium do not constitute a system in equilibrium,
since the resting potential results from the field of
diffusion of ions across the membrane.
on the
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b)

The

embrane

Potential.

direct evidence for the pre- existing
potential and for its diminution by trans -

The most

rrBrnbrane

currents is that from the impaled single ner e
and muscle fibres (44, 45).
Values up to eighty
millivolts have been obtained; excitation is easily
achieved with a cathode outside and an anode inside the
fibre, but strong currents in the reverse direction
are ineffective. Because of the uniouely high sensitivity of excitable tissues to electric currents and
of the production of electricity when non -electric
stimuli are applied, it is probable that membrane
depolarisation by ion movements_ is the initial step
in all forms of natural excitation.
membrane
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e)

The

action Potential.

potential change during action does not equal
the resting potential in
nitude, as it was assumed
for many- ,years. father, by overshooting the zero line,
the potential is moron tarily reversed in sign - the o 't side of the membrane be co min g negative to the inside.
This reversal during the passage .of an impulse does nt
fit in with the classical picture of behaviour of the
active nerve membrane, and indicates a special nechan
The

ri

l

the mechanism of the
custou<ary excitation depolarisation.
The fact that sublimai potentials often oscillate (-See Section IIIa) and that these oscillations can
increment without additional external change is import
ant. The oscillatory period, four to five millisecond ,
observed in calcium-deficient nerves fits closely with
the nernbrane constants which calculate to a resonance
of about two hundred and fifty cycles per second (46).
Physical factors can control onl; the period of oscillation, the: cannot sups ly the energy to maintain it.
This reversal of potential during action demonstrates
that any "reversible physico- chemical change is indepe dent of netab olisrn" must be a wron7 concept and that the
membrane actively participates. E'urti:3 (47) su,Tgests
that the reversal is only physical overshoot rather
than a new and explosive group of events.
ism which is superimposed

on

-<5d

)

Catele ctronic
':"hat

ote ntials

ever the events in an activated membrane

region may be, there is no doubi, a3 to the mode of
pr opagati on along a nerve or muscle Fibre
differences, between active and inactive re:i on
inevitably lead to a current fl between them and t o
the cat electronic der: olarisation of the latter. The
evidence is certain where the nervous iì:pulse is made
to jump a block one or two milli _etres long (48, 49 ).
Lven normally propagation may be by similar saltation
from node to node (50)
og..

-

e)

The

T?efractory Period.

In less then

a

millisecond, the absolute

refractors period, nor

_al or

and impedance etc. must be

in order that

again.

The

it

is in

a

near normal potential

restored to the

fit condition

membrane

to respond

snodal action of the eddy currents sweep-

insufficient for this restorat8
x 10
ion since energy about
calories per i pulse,
is dissipated and has to be made good from sources
beyond the currents which help dissipate it (46) .
The nerve presumably uses the relative refractory
period to replenish its stock of less immediate, but
necessary, reactants.
ing

on

ahead

will

be

'7

CTIO1i

III.

CILI:ZCAL T'CAI<ï)IDATES" FOR THE
OF

a)

' EI:TERATIO`I

TI_ ACTIO1ú POTENTIAL.

Ions .
have to decide

V:'e

how,

the

electric current recul J-

action potential excites an inactive
portion of the rrembrane so that it yields another act
ion potential. These electric currents generated in
the course of the electric response mean only ion
move nents. I''here these ions encounter boundaries,
they can accur:.ulate or decrease. The initial consequence of an electric sti- -iulus must be a local
change in ion concentration.
It is ee11 known that
changes in ion concentration suffice to initiate
ing from

one

other chemical changes,
Ivor gamic Cations .

surface of muscle or nerve hehaves as a K
T
electrode. The K concentration inside is constant
and ab out twenty to forty times greeter than the K
outside. Hodgkin and Huxley (44), Cole and Curtis
r
(45) found that by raising the outside K concentration eighteen times the E.M.F. of e cut giant nerve
fibre of a s quid could be decreased from fifty milli The

vo

its

times

raising the conce ntrati on forty
potential reversal of 'if teen millivolts was

to zero.
a

obtained.

By

Sodium
As we have

seen ,

on

the -3ernstein membrane hypo-

thesis the resting membrane i.s as' umed to be ermeab
to potassium and only sparingly pe-2meable to sodium;
further, excitation lads to a loss of the normal
selectively ermeable character of the membrane with
the result that the resting potential falls toward
zero di'in? activity. This latter aspect must be rejected. ..odgkin and Katz (43) have shown that a
large reversal of membrane potentiel can be obtained
by increasing the concentration of sodium in the external fluid bathing the giant axon of the squid.
They therefore modify the original membrane h.'pothe sil
by postulating that the active membrane does not lose
its selective permeability but it becomes highly and
specific ally permeab le to s odium and thus reverses th
restiru concitions. They stress the fact that the
T

perm

ability

to sodium must

rise to

a

value which

is

higher than that to potassium. The action paten
ial is reversibly abolished by immersion in sodium fr: e
soluti ons; the height and rate of rise of the action
potential can be .increased by a hypertonie solution
containing additional sodium chloride and this is not
an osmotic effect. Potassium-rich solutions decrease
the positive phase of the squid action potential. In
their discussion they doubtfully admit the possibilit
that oxidative metabolism is immediately responsible
for the proper operation of the mechanism esponsible
for the transport °I sodium mainly on the basis of
much

°

Iorente
(

de

..Lo

(24

1

and

51) exp niments with

Arvanitaki
etab olio

and

Chalazonitis's

inhibitors.

-30Calcium.

increased irritability which is induced b
surroundinz D nerve with a calcium deficient fluid
follows a decrease of calcium in the nerve. Lipton
(52) has shown by chemical analysis that as much as
forty per cent of the total calcium of frog nerve is
in diffusion equilibrium with the surrounding fluid.
His evidence for the intracellular Irecipitation of
added calcium (c. f. Hodgkin (53)) is further indication that ch,anges in calcium content of the bathing
fluids leads to changes in the cellular content.
Ur'hen frog nerve is equilibrated with solutions
containing from 1.0 MAI to 0.3 al calcium chloride,
there is a certain degree of irritability corresponding to each concentration. This is measured as the
minimal strength of current necessary to instigate
a conducted impulse.
The rate of oxygen consumpti on e f
nerve is also modified by changes in its calcium conThe

tent.

The

variations

of oxygen consumption occur with

in the same range of calcium concentrations in vhich
there are neasurable changes of irritability, Nerard)
If the calcium concentration is low ered below 0.3 mM
it is n.o longer possible to Treasure the irritability
in terms of the strength of current necessary to
initiate an impulse. The nerve structure has been so
modified and its stability lowered so much, that it
goes thr ough per iodic ally recurring cycles of change,

-31with consequent

self- initiated trains of propagated

impulses (25).
The

differ,

intrinsic characteristics

of each

fibre

hence the frequency of the impulses discharge

chemically treated region varies from fibre to
fibre. It is therefore necessary to use simple fibre
from

a

preparations.
The

frequency of impulses

initiated

by removal IA

calcium is st any tine dependent upon the duration of
the previous action of the stimulating fluid. The
time course of the deve loprrent oi the impulse dis char _e

is also largely influenced

by the

previous chemical

treatment of the nerve. The frequency is, to an imp
ant degree, determined by the calcium content of the
nerve , and it is in part dependent on the rate of remo
al of calcium. This latter factor may be especially
important in the determination of the transient change
of frequency observed soon after chamical treatment.
The progressive increase of oxygen consumption
of nerve with decreasing concentrations of calcium,
raises the question of the meaning of the term "restin,
oxygen consumption."

The oxygen consumption of axons

which are not conducting impulses may be quite

differ-

different chemical environments.
The effects of a respiration -inhibiting agent,
sodium azide, shoaa that an increased rate of oxidation
is essential for the initiation of impulses. Impulses
were recorded from a c2:._cium deficient nerve and then
ent in

-32sodium azide vas applied to the chemically activated

portion of the nerve in

concentration that was
sufficie nt to suppress the chemical excit ati on.
(Brink, Bronk and larabee, (54) ). For this, a concentration of azide which restored the oxygen consump
ion to the norrial, pre- treated, rate was adequate.
An adequate condition for self- excitation is
either the spebific chemical change in the nerve constitution o-_ a ii¡:cy essec! rate of oxygen uptake.
There are exceptions however: rhythmic activity may be
aboli3hed by application of potassium chloride, which
at the same time increases the rate of respiration (25).
Another instance is when a nerve is returned to its
norrrr 1 envir warrant . The rhythmic activity is promptly
suppressed and the threshold becomes normal long before
there is a corresponding recovery of the original normal

rate

of

a

respiration.

already noted potassium chloe ide causes a
decrease in the frequency of the impulses. developed
n a calcium deficient region of nerve. This is the
ffect of potassium when its action has reached a
teady state but it, is preceded by a transient inrease in the number of impures discharged per second.,
his stimulating action of potassium also occurs in
erves with normal calcium content but t :_ere it is of
As

shorter dur ation (55).
Some evidence regarding the nature of the cellular
vents which cause the more or less rhythmic discharge
f impulses from a chemically excited region of nerve
can be derived from a consideration of the temporal
ven
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distribution of the impulses. -such a study suggests
that t here is a rhythmic excitatory process in nerve,
which

may

or

may

not produce an impulse each cycle .

earliest

the discharge of impulses
in single neurons revealed a temporal distribution of
impulses that ,7;2.s more or less regular but not _quite
he

work on

periodic (56) . Adrian (57) observed that as time
progresses one or more impulses drop out of an other wise
and

fairly regalar series, the impulses becoming mor
more scattered. The longer intervals, he observe

approximately equal multiples of the shortest
tirrn intervals between successive impulses. $uch an
become

oral dis tributi on of impulses
is evident in chemically excited axons. Longer inter
vals are suggested to be due to the omission of ore or

irregularity in the

two

impulses from

an

temp

otherwise continuous

series.

Arvanitaki (58) has presented similar evidence
for electrically stimulated fibres. Hodgkin (59) and
this author showed that an impulse initiated by elect
rival stimulation develops from a local electrical
response which occurs at the site of stimulation and
further that the local response which is elicited
by electrical stimulation Tray be cyclic in nerves
deprived of calcium. "rink, B,ronk and T:arabee (54)
found that the conducted impulses in calcium deficien
nerves were ze ceded by a series o local periodic
potential changes of variable amplitude and relative'
2

-34cons tent frequency.

The

spacing betveen rd`2cent

peaks of the local response, just before the conducte

impulses app ear, is the
the conducted impulses.

s arse

If relatively little
the nerve

,

es the

interval between

calcium is re moved from

local periodic changes

may be

observed

initiate propagated impulses . The local
process is an essential part of the excitatory mechani sm,
but the cyclic changes initiate impulses only when a
given cycle is of sufficient magnitude. Furthermore ,

which do not

the frequency of the local response is essentially
independent of whether aEr not a conducted impulse is
initiated by each c yc le .
A

local rhythmic process appears to regulate the

temporal distribution of impulses initiated by a
calcium deficient medium. This process is probably
dependent.
membrane .

on

the

intrinsic structure

of the nerve

-35Inorganic Anions

Cenerally the anions have less powerful effects
than cations . This is a result of the prevalent
ne fauve charge on the colloidal aggregates, thus
repelling the anions , when applied to nerve or
muscle the following series (NS, I, Br, Ce, 3 04 , CNS
producing a positive pole , is obs erved on the resting
potential . If the muscle or nerve is subjected to
their action for a longer time the series reversed,
CNS and I producing a ne ative pole, and thus resemb)

lin the L.+ effect. According to Rober 60 this
effect is due to a loosening and subsequent disintegrati n action of the anion upon the h dr ophi lic
colloidal membrane
(

)
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Organic Anions.
Those of the higher
'

carbon atom chain) have

fatty acids (above eight
nonpolar structure. The non -

polar, hydroi.hobic part of the anion, mainly due to
the adsorption affinities of the alkyl radicals,
attaches itself to the particles of a Langmuir surface
film of protein; the polar, hydrophilic part with
its cloud mater dipoles to water. According to
lober it seems that a pull towards the water can be
exhibited on the protein niterial and the pull is
stronger or weaker according to the relative hydro affinity. Plasma membranes can be loosened by this
absorptive pull, an effect which abolishes reversibly
the selective ion permeability of the nBmbrane.
Haber co ns i der s it possible that this type of
anion is liberated as the excitation wave travels alo
the fibre. Such anions locally applied to the outsid
of a muscle call forth a reversed resting potential
and if they originated during excitation inside they
would call f cmth a reversed acti on pot ential due to
the fact that the adsorption forces would draw these
anions into the porous membrane .
Nonpolar -polar anions are abundantly performed
in the molecules of the lipoids of the nervous system
chiefly in phospholipoids and cerebrosides. Accordo_,..

ing to Young and Schmitt (61) they are also abundant1,
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present in non- medullated fibres. The increase in
concentration of it which is produced in the membrane
by outflowing currents (model analoge ), may serve to
liberate in the nerve membrane some of these anions,
in a similar way to Brown and Feldb erg's (62) demonstration of Á.ch. release from perfused ganglion cel
Alternatively, the anions could possibly be released

activation of lecithinase A, an enzyme occurrin;
in nervous tissue which is known to set free the
unsaturated fatty acids of lipoid rnolecules(60) .
by

an

-3

b)

(1)

of Acetylcholine.

The Role

In the Axon.
(63 ) and1; 2c liman s o lin and Rothenberg

Pa c hrnans ohn

(64)

-

7

resent the following views

on

the ^i nificance

acetyl- choline -cholinesterase system for nerve
conduction. They believe that A.ch. is released by
the stimulus and that the A.ch causes depolarisation
again etc. ChE. which is present in high c one entretior
in the nervous system quickly destro:s the Ach. thus
má kin
repolarisation of the membrane possible.
of the

Boe 11 and Nachman sohn

(

65

near the axonal surface.

They found

the squids giant axon to be
and

in its

the content of

practically free

therefore concluded that the

axon is lo cat ed

that o E . is present

showed

)

CIE

activity

of CIE

of the

enve lope .

several of the anticholinesterases stop nervous
conduction.

inhibition

The

of the

CHE

would cause the

accumulation of Ach preventing the repolarisation of
Pros tigmine does not have

the membr ane .

but being

a

t his acti on,

quaternary aliuionium salt which is ionised

therefore lipoid insoluble, this drug would be uner ine , being a tertiary
able to penetrate the axon.
amine, would be ab le to r each t he axon and this drug
was found to stop nervous conduction reversibly.
Diand

isopropyl fluoro- phosphate stops nervous conduction
reversibly when the anti cholinesterase is removed
immediately after

ersibly

when

it

it

has

arrested conduction, irrev-

is le ft in contact with the nerve for

-39longer period. Bullock, Lrundfe:st, Eachn nsohn
and Rothenberg (66) demonstrated this effect of D.F.P
a

eserine in a number of nervous structures including curarised frog muscle, and concluded that Ach pla
an identical role in the conduction mechanism of all
types of nerve and muscle. They found the specific
CHC in optic nerve, where the presence of Ach had
been denied before (67). Drente de No (24) and
also Coppee and Bacq (68), however, failed to produce
reversible nerve blocks with eserine and D.F.P.
Gerard (46) criticised the role of Ach on the
basis of the great potentiality of the nervous system
to destroy Ach and the rather poor ability to form it
the ratio of the two processes being of the order of
and

is,

possibility
that Ach synthesis proceeds slowly and that this compound is stored as an inactive precursor to be releas
1

:1000 to

1 :5000.

There

however, the

All the Ach in the mammalian brain
can be destroyed by the available CKE in fifty milliseconds and it would require one minute to be restore
Nevertheless, activity in brain and nerve can continu
ed when needed.

for lon periods. Again it must be remembered that
the cholineacetylase system may have been impaired to
á greater extent than the CHE system and that the
ability of Ach formation in living tissues may be aluc
greater than in vitro experiments indicate. He
further criticises Nachmansohn's hypothesis on the
.

grounds of

a

comparison of the heat of hydrolysis of

s
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Ach and the

in nerve.
Archives

full

A

of'

_

roduced during an excitatory state
account may be found in Chicago

Neurology and Psychiatry 40, page 985.

Ach. protected by eserine has no

effect

on

the

conduction in the frog nerve (24). Hodgkin (69)
found 2 one percent solution of Ach had no effect
the impedance of the crab nerve membrane.
have

resulted from the depressant effects

anounts of Ach.

holy

ever.

(70) found Ach had no

Tornan,

effect

V

This

on

may

oflarge

oodbury and

T:ro

edbury

D.F.P. treated. nerve.
Nachmansohn replies (71) but Barnes (72;) denies that
Ach is a quaternary ammonium salt and unable to penetrate the axon. Lorente de T?o (24) found that vherea
Ach with' eserine is without effect on the frog nerve,
on

alone causes an irreversible depolarisation, whic
would be due to the hydrolysis product, acetate. Thi
Ach

indicates that

Ach does

not I enetrate the axon.

According to Nachrransohn (71) Ach and prostigmine are
able to act on nerve endinps because of the absence o

the myelin sheath at this location. Brink, Bronk and
Larabee (73) however, did not detect action potent is
in the Treganglionic fibres of the stellate ganglion
perfused with Ach solutions. Such perfusions produce

discharges in the postganglionic fibres.

Toman

significant chang
in the nerve injury potential after treating frog
nerve with D.F.P. and eserine in concentrations sufficient to block conduction completely. Lorente de
No (24) even found that frog nerve after having been
Vioodbury and

,

oodbury (74) found no
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depolarised (asphyxia or excess potassium), repolaris s
in an isotonic Ach solution. For these reasons Ach i.
not the primary depolarising agent of nerve.
Oilman (75) found that the D.F.P. block of a
bull frog sciatic is easily r:versible by washing
even though D.F.P. is supposed to produce an irreversible CHE inhibition. Sciatic nerves of frogs inject
ed with D.P.P. showed

conducted normally.

practically

no CIE

They concluded

that

activity but
CHE

is not

necessary for the production of an action potential
in nerve. Uachmansohn (76) criticised these experi-

activity in frog
small that it is at the limit of the

ments by pointin<; out

nerve is so

that the

ChB

of determination' used.

Bullock, Orundfest,
llachmansohn and Rothenberg (66) using a more sensitiv:
thou. of bioassay could detect ChE activity in a
variety of nervous structures after suppression of
the action potential with D.P.P. and washing until it
recovered its original height. The ChE content of
these structures had been reduced to about twenty per
cent of the normal value and the conclusion was drawn
that one fifth of the normal MIS' activity would suffi
for normal nerve action. Other workers (77) also usi
method

the method Of bioassay found that frog nerve

treated

with D.F.P. in the above manner can lose its ChE
activity completely and still conduct a normal action

potêntial. It

was shown

that the

enzyme was not

e

ina ctivated by .D.T.i

retained in the mye lin she ath
(a criticis of ;achr_r nsohn), by grindin a D. ^.l
treated nerve with e normal one and showing that the
CIE activity of the mixt re is ab out half that of the
norm l ner ve .
Because of the vertu s: :all amount of Ach in senso
.

;

7

nerves .iellauer and Urirath (78) looked far an other
substance chick wo uld stimulate lens orÿ :fibres or end
ings . Gray (79) recorded impulse trains from sensory
and mesenteric nerves after intra- interial injection

It

of Ach.

6'Jas

concluded that this stimulates the

endings since the nerve

itself is

not sensitive to

Ach.

Beutner end Barnes (80) have shoran that

Ach can

potentials between lipoide and
saline in vitro . Traces of this substance are able t
produce negative phase boundary potentials. The dura
ion of the potential depends on the thickness of the
oil layer. The thinner the layer the quicker the dro
in pot entia?.. The aut hors assume that the upstroke
of the action potential occurs 'recause Ach is first
generated on one side of the Lipoid membrane
down produce phase boundary

;

stroke appears

reaches the opposite side; in
their exx eriment s the electromotive force dis apee aced
if Ach was on both sides of the membrane.
when Ach

existence of a fami 1,
of esterases, even in different neural structures of
the same species . !<'or example , the en zyrrB s in cervic :1
sympathetic ganglion and in brain show different subi3

strate

od

ansk,y has emphasised the

and ion

concentration optima, different sub-
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substrate selectivities, etc.

The

far dis criminatinr; between "true

"

ase is the

relative

criterion

and

pseudo"

ine ctivit,J of the "true

tri butyrin. Yet the ''true" estarase
splits triacetin six times faster than it

with

"

urged

esterenzyme

of brain
does Ach.

Obviously the experimental evidence available

at present does not allow conclusions to be drawn
about the functi on and significance of the Ach -ChE
system in axon. cond ucti on .
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2)

In synaptic transmission.

original Ach. hypothesis of synaptic trans mission states that a Tr es,,1naptic impulse liberates a
sudden jet of Ach which excites the po -.t synaptic cel
The

is quickly removed by ChE. The difficulties of
detecting Ach. in venous blood returning from eserinised muscle and ganglia have led to the suggestion th -t
Ach. is removed by being transformed into an inactive
precursor. The ChE merely actin; as a barrier to pre
vent diffusion of Ach away from the synapse. iachman
sohn (76) ascribes to Ach. the role, not of r_ediator
but as the agent which causes the action potential of
the presynaptic ending and postsynaptic rrerlbrane, the
trans mis si on being electrical .
The best basis for invoking chemicals in synapti
transmission is that synaptic potentials may last muc
longer than could any reasonable physical discharge
period for membranes with capacitances and resistance
in the range known. An active depolarisation process
as for nerve, is involved; then this must be explain
and

ed by a chemical

action

ical

reaction

Of

sons

must be involved as in

sort.

A

chemical

nerve, but is the chem-

Ach?

if

is the transmitter setting up synaptic potentials in the post synaptic structures, which in turn cause the discharge
of nerve cell or muscle fibre, then the treatment with
Eccles (81) reasoned that

anticholine- esterases

Ach.

can be expected to prolong the

-45-.

synaptic potentials especially when high frequencies
of stimulation are used. :,his effect has been observed in the sympathetic ganglion (82). Eccles (83)
treated the frog spinal cord with zmostigrnine and
found no effect on the synaptic potential even vhen
elicited by high frequency stimulation and no effect
with Ach.

pince the

ChE

will

have been

virtually

inactivated Ach can have only a negligible role in
transmission in the spinal cord. The positive findings in the neuromuscular and sympathetic ganglia
indicate Ach. mediation. In the neuromuscular
function (84) the end plate potential shows a double
phase of decay when the muscle (frogsertorius) is

curarised

subjected to enenticholinesterase. The
initial quick phase and e slow phase with e half
of one to three seconds. -'hen Chi is ncr:_ielly active
the fast decaying component is relatively much larger
then the slover which is barely detectable. Both corn
end

'

ponents are due to Ach (84) and the double phase
be explained by the spreading of Ach (9) .

"nay
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Substances

.

?.'vralt (85) has described the appearance dur -

excitation of substances which may bring about the
reversal of membrane polarisati on.
V.hen an excised frog sciatic is stimulated electrically at a certain frequency and is siEultaneously
dropped into liquid air at a certain velocity, several
excitation waves may be caught and frozen along the
nerve. When an extract of stimulated and unstimulated.
nerve, pulverised in the frozen 3 t2te, is made an with
eserinised frog "'Anger , it appears that during excitat
ion the nerve has liberated minute amounts of several
in

substances. Jne of these is Ach., a second substance
is concentrated in the foam of the extract, which from
this sign of surface activity probable indicates the
presence of a non- polar -polar substarce (See `erection
IIIa3); whereas, in the foam from eserine -Ringer solution from the control the Ach.fails to show an ccum
ulation. Recently, von ;°uralt (86) by the sane freezing method, has intercepted a third substance, thiamin
which possibl; also is surface active.
Thiamine is .accumulated at rest in monoidoacetic
acid- poisoned nerves and disappears on excitation. It
thiamine
may be related to tige reaction A.T.P.
= A.A. r cocarboxylase.
It has been suggested that
his me ch an ism is essential for the formation of A ch.
the cocarboxylase catalysing the decarboxylation of
yruvic acid and thus supl ;.lying The acetyl radicle of
J

-F

ch.
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This group of observatións emphasises the urgent

need to extend the study of chemical products
ly connected with nerve

stration

of Ach.

activity,

direct-

beyond the demon-
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Nucleoprotein and Conduction.

I,aterial injected

distally in

below the r;acineurium moves

the endo.neurie l

fluid in livin

even

in

excised, but not in dead nerve trunk (87). Tterial
exudes from the end of the central stump of a cut
fibre, not from the per ipher al porti on 98) , stimist
ion increases the outflow of substance (89) , and a
maintained intraxonic pressure may be essential to
structural integrity (88). Further, nucleoprotein is
apparently passing continuously from nucleus to cytoplasm in neurons (33) and perhaps the entire axon
continues to flow in a peripheral direction during ii
This is certainly exaggerated during regeneration,
which is accompanied b; depletion of
substance
during sprouting of the new axon and its restoration
during subsequent lengthening (36). When the cytoplasmic proteins are low, the nuc le olar- nuclear
protein -forming system is highly active, then depress
ed, and finally again active as Nissl substance is
restored to normal (90) . Further , acid phosphetese
increases during chromat o lis is and is concentrated in
the region of nucleoprotein degradation and later
declines as the normal ldissl pattern returns (36).
A striking relation is -und between nucleopro(

activity (36).
nucleolus is a result , in
teins

and

hypertrophy of the
many cases, of a response

The

to increasing functional demands.

in experiments with sensory

and

It

can be shown

electric al stimulatio.

-^9with acoustic stimulati on, in the recovery peri od after
secti oning of the axon and under physiological condit-

ions in the Purkinje cells of cerebellum (36).
In the course of int ens e mus cular work, with
increased neural _function, there occurs a sharp decree
in the content of protein and nuc leic acids in the
cytoplasm of t he anterior horn cells. The difference
in the protein and nucleotide content o= the nerve
cells between animals at rest and in a state of exhaus
ti on is co.nsidereble, amounti no; to between three and

five times

(

36

)

.

These ex_perirtents show that during intense muscul

sr

with increased function of the respective
motor nerve cells , diminution in the content of mucleo
work

,

protein occurs. The original values are restored fort
eight hours after exercise. This signifies that the
function of the nerve cell is accompanied by metabolic
processes involving extensive quantitative changes in
the nue le opro te in cont ent .
As an example

rrent (91) made

mention

on one

rill

be rra de

hundred and

of an expel'i-

fifty guinea pigs,

employing acoustic stimulst ion and subsequent investig

ation of the cyto- chemical changes in the nerve cells
of the cochlear ganglion. On acoustic stimulation
with tones of various frequencies and intensities the
nerve cells of the cochlear ganglion undergo cytochemical changes. Following stimulation, the ce llular
protein and nucleotides diminish, the diminution being
most marked during the second week. The protein di min
is hed from thirty to thirty five per cent to two to

e

-50ten per cent and the nucleic acid concentration from
tw o p er cent to less than one tenth of a per cent.

In the third week the or igina protein and
nucleotide content is restored. The first sign of
this phase is an accumulation in the cytoplasm around
_l_

the nuclear membrane of ribose nucleotides and orotei s.

It

is possible to influence the content of nuc le
tides and proteins in nerve cells by means of chemic

-

substances (9<). hialonitrile administered in doses o
4 mg /kg of body wei?ht increases the nuc le sr and
cytoplasmic content of proteins and nucleic acids in
nerve cells . The effect is noticeable within one
hour.
It is not possible to produce this effect on
tissues other than the nervous system. alonitrile
seems to inhibit the cyanide sensitive enzymes. Insu
in and is;chemia of short duration also increase the
content of nuc le opr of ein in mot or ner ve cells , th ough
not to the same degree that rrlonitrile does (93).
In cases of manic depression and schizophrenia o
long duration it was f_ ound that the content of pro tei
and nuc le otides in nerve cells was low., &dministrati n
of malonitrile had very favourable results on the
=

state of the patients.
Extensive quantitative changes in nucleic acid
protein content of nerve cells are correlated :ith

psychic
and

sensory

and motor

function.
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Glutamate and '' erve

-u> c

ti on.

Dickens and 'ire vi lle (94 ) fo und

that brie f

anaerobic incubation of slices of cerebral cortex,
without substrate, causes inhibition of glycolysis
Golfer and Essex (95) observed a loss of potassium from Brain during convulsions. Potassium ions
are known to cause intense aerobic stimulation and
anaerobic inhibition of the glycolytic metabolism of
and

cerebral cortex (94).

this reason, Dixon (96)
conducted experiments to find out if leakage of potassium also occurs from brain when deprived of oxëygen
and glucose. Under anaerobic conditions in presence
of glucose no loss of potassium occurs from cortex
but in the absence of glucose the effect was observed
re bs and Eggleston (97) found slices of brain
cortex incubated aerobically, in a saline medium
chose ion composition appro ximated to that of blood,
Melded potassium ions to the medium. Addition of
glucose to the medium reduced this potassium loss but
did not prevent it. L- Glutarnate was the only subs tan
found to have

For

this effect.

assured for a long time to
play a special role in nerve metabolism since it is
present in relatively large concentrations and is the
only amino -acid which is readily oxidised by this
tissue. G-lutarnate in some way plays a part in the
L- Glutamate ha s been

control of- the ionic environment of nerve tissue and
the observation is of interest in view of Hodgkin and
Huxley `s (98) demonstration of potassium re lease on

stimulation.

e
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Lorente de i'o (24) has developed a theory of
nervous conduction in view of th failure of the

fourth requirement of the membrane h pothesis (3ecti o
lia) to be demonstrated and of further evidence to be
described. His theory differs radically from Bern stein's membrane theory and takes its root from
.ernstTs suggestion that the nerve fibre and its
external medium constitute a system in equilibrium
(c .f . disequilibrium view of the nDmbr ane the ory) and
that the membrane potential is a phase boundary paten
ial similar to that which appears at the boundary
between two ionisable solvents, where, an electrolyte
having ions with different partition
co- efficients
distributes itself between the two solvents. ern7st Ts
concept has been brought to light again by the work
of Donnan (2T)) and Boyle and Conway (23) have discuss
ed the consequences of the assumption that a Donnan
equilibrium prevails between the muscle fibre and its
external medium. Beutner Ts suggestion (Section III .b 1)
cannot be correct since he considers that no potentia
difference would exist between the two phases after
equilibrium has been reached.
Further , if an equilibrium of the Dorman type
exists between the protoplasm and the external tissue
=

fluid, the
undergo

potential would be expected to
important changes after the external solution
membrane
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is changed, in particular after

potassium ion removal . Hou:ever as shown by Igo dgkin and Iiux le y (99) and
l.orent e de o (24) removal of external potassium has
a

14

little effect
its reversal.

the size

action potential or
..erves kept in a potassium-free medium
maintain their n mbrane potential for many hours. No
on

assumption which could be

ility

of the membrane

)

w

of the

(e.g. about the permea
be compat ible with the

made

mild

postulate of e Dorman equilibrium or would explain h
a nerve that has undergone anoxic depolarisation in a
potassium-free medium could recover its membrane pote+tial after a few minutes respiration (24) or possibly
by the application of L- glutamate
ecti on III .e ).
His experiments suggest that the postanoxic over
shooting of the oxidative processes cause an overshooring of the membrane potential. The riBmbrane potentia
can be depressed in a large number of ways (oxygen
lack, enzyme poisons, excess potassium and by narcotics,
veratrine etc. ). Conduction stops when the depolaris
eti on of the membrane has progressed to .a certain level.
This block, however, can in all these instances be
reversed by the application of an anodal current whit
repolarises the membrane. It therefore seems certain
(

that conduction in all these cases stops because of
insufficient polarisation of the riDmbrane. The membrane potential is quite independent of ions in the
outside medium. after depolarisation by asphyxiation
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for ins tance the nerve v i 11 repolarise in an is otonic
choline so lut ion which must obviously be oxygenated)
Although fully re polarised, such a nerve does not
conduct, since for conduction not only a polarised
membrane but also a certain sodium ion concentration
above 0.017I1 is necessary.
Arvanitaki and Cha lazonit is (100) stimulating
giant squid axons with just Timinal stimuli found
surprisingly quick decreases of the excitability of
the axon when CO., cyanide, SH2 and eth:lurethane were
applied. Oxygen after nitrogen treatment for fifteen
to twenty seconds caused an increase in excitability
all stimuli became active) . Also locally increased
pressure of oxygen increased the effectiveness of the
stimulus.
His t he ory is then that ox id at ive mec han is ire are
directly responsible for the mmbrane potential; its
implications will be dis cussed more fully in the
(

(

(

Conclusion.

SECTIGN V.

Some

Studies
and

E1iPERII:ENTAT WCftK

on

the Acetylation of Choline

its

Coenzzine.
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1)

Introducti on.

the long course of study of the physiolog
ical role of Ach. attempts were rade to study the
synthesis of Ach by intact tissues. The techniques
used were (1) the addition of large amounts of ecetato
and choline to reverse the usual hydrolytic acti on of
chE (101). synthesis of' Ach. by this method was
doubtful and the concentrations added were beyond the
physiological range . (2 This method involved the
addition of substances, thought to influence Ach.
synthesis , to the fluid perfusing an is olated organ
and noting the effect on (a) output, (b)content of
Ach. of the tissue. Kahlson and iïicIntosh (10<) noted
the accelerating effect of glucose and the inability
of acetoacetate and the acetate to influence the synthesis in the per=used su_ erior suerior cervical
ganglion.
Questel and colleagues (103) and 6tedman and
''tedrnQn evolved techniques permitting the examination
of rip chanism involved in the synthesis . wuastel et
al. showed that under aerobic conditions the formatio
of Ach was accelerated by the presence of glucose and
to a smaller degree by lactate, pyruvate and glycer ophosphate or glutamate. In contrast, acetate succinate, acetoacetate, hexose diphosphate and diet oglutara 'e
did not influence the Ac. synthesis. Similarly,
Dari n

)
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acetate had no effect but
acetoacetate increased the synthesis by ab out fifty

Stedman and jtedman found
Ter cent.

achiiansohn and ì:achado (104) shoe;

beneficial effect

that choline

ynthesis
by homo:enised brain ui_der anaerobic conditions.
At the same time , eldberg and I:`ann (105) found
acetone -dried brain powder provided a much more activ:
enzyme preraration and they studied the synthesis of
Ach. under 2erobic conditions in the presence of
cy steine . They further found 105) that citrate had
a much more constant and pronounced action than aceta e
or glut ar.e to in the synthesis of Ach. by saline extra is
of brain. They found that boiled brain extract
accelerated the synthesis. From these results they
were able to postulate the existence of at least anot'er
thermostsble factor which they terrred the "activator.
UachLransohn also studied this factor and save
zietho
for the isolation of a crude extract (106) . Both authilrs
agreed that acetate rlen added to these brain extract and A.T.

.

have a

on Ach.

(

synthesis. Feldberg and -ebb
(107) then demonstrated that the effect of citrate on
Ach. synthesis was dependent on the Presence of eithe
Lïg or Lin ions in both dialysed and non -dialysed
extracts. They also showed that the addition of
creatine phosphate and muscle A.A. had the same effec'
did not

as

A

T

affect the

Ach.

.Lt. .

Liss eatherine Hebb suggested to
approach to the problem of the origin

me

than

o_'

the acetyl

an

group of Ach. was the well known

acid incressin;M the motilit,; of

(lc
ies

_!eu«).

.iagnus

(

=_

108) had shown that

to

of choline are

effect of acetic
the sr .1 intestine

be

lard quantit

fou:d in the ruscular layers

of the stomach and intestine

and

it

r.ss supposed that

the multiple vascular anast omoses 'Jetti-:een the mucose
aw.,d

muscular layers of the int estine convey the aceti

acid to the choline and s o form the
Ach.

possibiliti that

The

much more

active

the fact that the organic

stronger effect on the int estine thsin
inorganic acids was due to the more rapid penetration
of the formr was kept in mind.
Rona and eukirk (109) described the stimulating
action of various sugars and related substances on
the long; itudina 1 muscle of the isolated intestine of
the rabbit suspended in glue
Tyr ode solution.
Under these conditions the activity of the muscle
diminished and disappeared. The stimulating effect
of these substances ras attributed to the ability to
supply the chemic al energy necessary f cr the ire tab oli
of the working muscle. It was therefore our prime
object to decide vahether acetate increases motility b
its "muscle :r,etab olism effect" or by increasing the
acid had

a

'.

pr oducti on of Ach.

,

the substance assumed to be

res-

ible for sugmenting the activity and tone of the
muscle. If acetate did act through the -Ach. system
the next step was to examine how the Ach. synthesing
system of the gut (if this could be isolated) differs
pons

m
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that in other tissues.

from

During the past four :-ears _Lipmann has been exam

ac;et,!lation of sulphanildde
in extracts of pie on liver , this 7:ark follow in ora
from his study of acetyl phosphate 2nd pyruvete
in be cteria 110
Durin the analysis of the
en z yrrp tic se :.71e ti on of sulp'nanilamide Iipinann shove
that this acetylation too, required the presence of
that citrate exerted an 2cceleratin7 action b.::
deionisin: the calcium r:hich is the coenzym of liver
A
2 se activity (111).
Uachfiansohn has expressed
a similar vie
on the enz:yne system extracted from a
inin.7 the mechanism

o

(

squid

the

he

)

nglia

(

)

.

-Further work

similarity beteen this system

(

113

)

shove

that responsible
evident. In tartic
nd

for the ace-by-lotion of choline VJ2S
ular, Iipmenn studied the active thermostable i".'actor
resent in boiled organ extracts and from his results
cane to the conclusion that the factor 1.-as of a nuc le o
tide nature and he called it the coenzyme o:" acetylati

to

(coenzyme A)
be a common

(

113)

.

This co enzyme was then

9h own

factor requisite for the acetylation

if of sulphanilamide.
It is .nov: ?;enerally recognized that rantothenic
acid forms an integral part of coenzyne A (111). Only
preliminary reports have been published of the work of
Lipmann and his collaborators on the chemical constitution and function of coenzyme A. These show that it
is required for the metabolism of acetate (110) and it
is present in most animal and plant tissues. In 2
of choline
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preliminary report

its constitution

(114), they
showed that their purest reparation contained 11'?
pantothenic acid, 9% phosphorus, 18% adenine, 22%
pentose and some cystine and had a molecular weight
i
of 800 - 50. The degree of coenzyllB A activity was
related to the pantothenic acid content but not the
adenine during the various steps of purification.
Comline (115) has devised a method of preparation of
the coenzyme from yeast and has purified it more than
seven hundred times. His separation has a chromatographic basis but suffers from the disadvantage that
he cannot certainly correlate the pantothenic acid
with Blue 1 band of his parer chromatogram.
some years previously Dorfman ( 116) had shown
that rantothenic acid is necessary for pyrunate oxida ion
by Proteus Lorganii, and Hills ( 116) had demonstrated
that the pantothenate' effect applies to the second or
on

acetate phase of pyruvate oxidation. N ove lli and Lip
mann have further shown that bacteria can convert add
pantothenate into coenzyme A and that the increase in
coenzyme A parallels the respiratory stimulation by
pantothenate. If future findings substantiate the
supposition that pantothenate derivatives may functio
in the oxidation of two carbon units generally, then
would seem that coenzyme A must play a vital role far
more significant than as an activator of acetylations
Using Ecoli (116) and cysteic acid to inhibit the con
version of aspartic acid toB alanine by the bacteria,

d
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it is f ou ,d that

the bacterium cannot synthesise

pantothenic acid and the addition of this factor is
then required for growth. This requiren-ent in the
Tr esence of cysteic acid can be decreased by the
addition of citric, cisaconitic and ketoglutaric
acids, but not by oxalacetete 'and pyravate. These
authors conclude that organisms deficient in panto thenic acid cannot synthesise the tricarboxylic acids
or ketoglutarate out of their precursors, and sug ~est
that pantothenic acid junctions in the formation of
the. hypothetical "active' acetyl radical which is believed o condense with oxalacetete to forni the tricarboxylic acids.
-

It

has been our purpose to

isolate

coenzyme

A

task never attempted before.. The first
step was considered to be the evolution of a nethod
yielding large quantities of the crude materiel and to
follow the purification at. :first instance by its effec
on the acet :lation of choline. This proved very arduo s
althou: h it did give some preliminary clues about the
relative purities of the fractions. The choline
acetylati on system is unsatisfactory for the following
reasons : - (1) it is impossible to dialyse away all the
coenzyme from the brain powder extract without imp airi g
the enzyme of acetylation, (2) because the optimal con
ditions for Ach. synthesis have only been worked out
for fifty milligrams of brain powder in four to five e
of saline; this involves the addition of six substanc: s
including inhibitors and probably for these reasons th;
concentration activity curves are most peculiar. To
from brain,

a

-62work out the optirrr1 conditions

tration of enzyme would need
factoriel six experiments.

for any other concen-

the performance of

these reasons this method of estimation of
the activity was abandoned for the sulphanilarnide,or

acetylating system v»here the enzyme can be obtained
free of c oenzy ne , not needing inhibitors, and rapidly
estirrnted.
There are certain suggestive correlates between
the nucleotides of the neuron ce 11 body and coenzyme
A.

(i) Disintegration of the

îdis

sl substance

on pro long

stimulation or degeneration of the axon is thought
to be a functi on of ribo nuclease activity; this
enzynæ is similar to that which destroys the coenzyme
ed

(115).
(2) Feldberg 's

observati on that th
restoration of conduction of a fatigued (prolonged
stimulation) perfused superior cervical ganglion is
effected by in jecti on of partially purified coenzyme.
It is proposed to section the sciatic and femora
nerves to one leg of a cat and compare the coenzyme
content of the degenerated and normal ventral horns
of the =grey matter of the spinal card.
(

117) preliminary
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Gut

:

ETIIGDS .

Experiments.

Rabbits weighing
the back of the neck.
upper

third

2 -3

kg were

killed

by a blow: on

The abdomen was opened and the

of the duodenum

v,;as

suspended in such

a

w

_y

that both ends were left open, the oral end beine 2tt ched to a thread leading to a Lovatt Evans frontal ririt
ing lever.
or studying the effect on the circular
muscle layer ? volume record was taken according to
Trendelenburg (1ls) . After one hour sus pc nsi on in
Ty rode the pressure in the gut was brought to 3 cm.
of water. 7urther details are as given by Feldberg
olandt. ( 119 .
Acetone dried pot^'ders of rabbit and dog small
intestine were rade. In exr riments v,here only tTle
outer longitudinal muscle cost was used, dissection
of the gut, stretched by insertion of a test tube ,
was found useful. The gut was finely cut up with
sciss ors and homo penis edi with about ten vo lumes of
ice co Id acetone. Add it i ors to saline extracts of
)

50

mg

samples were

ade according to those described

Feldberg & Hebb (10,7) . Estimations of Ach. synthes
ised were carried out according to Chang and Gaddum
with the adequate controls advised by Feldberg and
Ilebb (107).
by

SCHEMA for PREPARATION of COENZYMEA fromOXBRAIN

848gms.minced whole brain ground in pestle tmortarwith 3300cc
acetone
oluba

Acetone Extract

L

or dried at room tempenture

mot ÿ6lg..
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Figure

1.
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.0'I Sgw AC

-64b) ATPase Assay
This was carried out accordin
Dubois and

to the method of

Potter (121), the phosphate released

being;

estimated by the molyb date method of Fiske and 3ubbarow (192). Two mg of acetone -dried brain powder
were used Ter tube and controls of inorganic phosphate
from the

tissue

and spontaneous breakdown of A.T.P.

prepared according to Lahmen. Assay was conducted
after 10, 15, and 20 minutes at 38 °C. The system consisted of 0.15 cc 0.05 Miorate, pH 6.9, 0.04L, Ca012
and 4,,C12, 0.15 cc 0.13M A.T.P. and water to 0.75 cc.
0.1cc of 50% trichloracetic acid stopped the reaction.
Aliquots of 0.3 cc were taken.
c)

Coenzyme A.

preparations according to figure l were made.
The resulting fractions were assayed (1) by the Ach.
synthesising system (107), the saline extract of 50 m
Of guinea -pig brain powder being dialysed overnight
against 0.9 saline at 4 °C. (2) The sulphanilamide acetylatin:M system. Full details can be obtained
from Lipmann and Kaplan (111). It was found necessary
to a Te the pigeon liver enzyme for six hours at room
temperature to inactivate the coen2yme. standard
coenzyme A was prepared from rabbit liver according to
Kaplan and Lipmann (111). All preparations were kept
frozen in solid CO2.
The ventral anterior horn cells were isolated
from both sides of three cats according to the method
oil Bod ian and I.ellors.
Dissection on solid CO2 is
Two
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facilitated if the binocular

illette

microscope is used.

A

razor blade is of mon use than a scalpel
for removing the white -matter. The rod of grey matte
was weighed quickly in the frozen state and then horno
genised (123) in 1 cc distilled water for ten minutes
The sample was quickly boiled and 0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 cc
used for test.

Figure

2.

Figure

3.

Figure

4.

Figure 3 is the preceding part of the record Figure
Downward pointin
The time scale as in figure 1.
arrows indicate that the added substance was removed.

4.
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The time marker indicates 30 seconds.
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the same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 7.
The time marker indicates thirty seconds.
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(a)

RESULTS.

gut Suspended in glucose -containing Tyrode.

effect of Ach is shown in figure 2 on the
longitudinal muscle. It consists of imirediate shorten
ins with :gradual enhanced return of rhythmicity. On
(1)

The

washing out the tone gigs decreased and normal size

rhythmic contractions

re- appeared.

Eserine figure 4 enhances the frequency and size
of contractions (circular muscle in this case). This
drug also increases the response of both longitudinal
and circular muscle to Ach.
(3) Administration of 50 1.1g atropine slowly abolishes
(2)

activity of the longitudinal muscle
(figure 6), and after five inutes the same effect is
evident in the circular muscle . added A ch.. , up to
2O ug was found to be without effect after five minute
the spontaneous

,

exposure of the gut to atropine.
(4) Acetic acid or sodium acetate (the

slightly less effective than the former)

latter being
has a strong

stimulating action not unlike Ach., on the circular
(figurés 6 and 3) and longitudinal (figure 5) muscle
of the duodenum. {;cite s:.ä11 doses are very effective
(5) Figures 3 and 4 show the effect of acetic acid
and eserine alone and the extreme potentiating effect
of eserine on acetic acid (figure 4) in the circular
muscle. A similar effect was observed with longitudin
al muscle. There is an increased tone, rate and ampli
tude of contraction and the effect lasts for a conside
able period after wash out.
(6) Acetic acid has only a small effect on the tonus

Additions

none

Ach. Synthesised/gm. acetone dried pover
With activator
Without Activator
(Boiled saline
extract of 100 mg'
brain powder.

t

vtg

180 pg.

Sod. -:atetato

80 ug

170 pg.

0lcc! Sod. acetate

65 ug

180 ug

0.lcc100 Sod. acetate

70 ug

180

0lcc.

M-

70

.

m.

The determina'-ions are only accurate to 10% of the expressed
figures.

Figure 8.
Table showing the effect of acetate on the
saline extract of 50 mg. of acetone dried longitudina
muscle of the duodenum of the dog.
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after atropine.

this in the circular
muscle. »ith a larger dose of atropine (75 jig) aceti
acid arTeared to be without effect thus simulating th
7iguxe 6shov.s

1

effect

of added Ach.

acetyl phosphate (this substance
is very difficult to est irate was found to have a
strong action on both longitudinal (figure 7) and
circular muscle. The 'effect is greater than mg ace is
acid (figure 5) but the response is essentially simil r.
Only three experiments were carried out with this sub
(7)

Less than 50 tag

)

E

stance since we found it difficult to preserve in unhydrolysed condition. It was administered as the sodium
.

salt.
in glucose -free Tyrode.
Depending on the length of time of immersion of
the gut in this solution, we found all the above responses were gradually abolished, more slowly in the
circular mus cle . Two hours suspension vith frequent
washing outabolished all responses exceyit in one case
when the longitudinal muscle responded to 5 /kg Ach.
(c) Synthesis of Ach b Gut.
Figure 8 sumnar ices the pos it ion. i''e found that
the acetone -dried extract of whole gut synthesised
Gut suspended

(b)

the outer longitudinal
coat of dog intestine (four cases) and rabbit (one)
could synthesise quite considerable amounts. Acetate
administered in varying concentrations to the synthesi
ing medium had no effect on the amount of Ach. synthesises.
Acetyl pho -3phate, for reasons to be discussed, was not
tried. An eserine saline extract of acetate- incubated
none

,

but

a

I

owder made from
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BREAKDOWN ofAT. Punder the influence of
IONS used in Ach.SYNTHESIS by acetone dried BRAIN POWDER
C 4MCac12.
Ono additions.

130

citrate.

citrate

5

.

í74M MgCl2'

25

.4-citrate.

.Q

20

IO5.

O

10

20

15

TIME(minutes)

Figure

9

.

All concentrations of added substances except
citrate are shown on the graph. Sodium citrate added
was 3 mg.
The final concentrations were 0.04 M for
calcium and magnesium and 0.035 M for citrate.
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Breakdown of

r..ï . .
is recorded the

In figure 9
breaLdown of A.T.E.
urd er various ionic conditions . 'There is a clos e
erallelism between the knorn effects of calcium,
citrate alone, and citrate i th magnesium on Ach.
synthesis ( 107) and the breakdown of A.T.P. Calcium
has a strong inhibiting effect on both. '.e nesium
T

and

citrate

alone have beneficial effects

and even

greeter together, on the Ach. s. nthesised.. (107).
e) Prepar'-tion of Coenz,nxe A from (rain.
1) Activity.
(figure 10) contains good activity, accelerat
ing the acetyletion of choline about four tir._es.
However , it still contains a strong' inhibitor which
has been concentrated along with the coenzyme. A
large- part of the inhibitor is re moved by process 6
(figure 1) since has only an inhibitor, action. The
B fraction certainly accounts for the low activity of
fracti on D which has its optimal effect at ab out B mg
.zrocess 6 is certainly useful as a start for the
removal of the inhibit ory acti on.
The general acti on of the Tr ocesses to which the
original acetone dried brain powder (B) have been sub
jected is to 'uncover the inhibitor substance and
without process 6 this means. of preparation would hay
been useless . About one quarter of the activity ha s
remained in fraction C maximum at 150 m.g.
(

-

Ç

,

(

)

ield.
Evaporation of X to dryness and us e of ten mg of
the residue reac-'_ivetes the system twice. !ith this
knowledge and

that of the remaining activity

we knon

CG,n(_v_r, rht,on-act rrnty

Curve

t' STANDARD COENZYME_ A

Men Pent represents th neon of four deteennnet ions

lunit isdefinedas theamount which
will activate the system to half its
maximum activity= 3.5 mg.

I'

,DI
2
*g stended c'entyme

A

,.n,t5 coenzyme

A

Figure 11.

3

4
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especially so, since an
C contain little inhibitory material.
Until process
the yield activity relations are good and it certainl
looks as if a change in rrocess 5 is needed to cnptrn:r
the coenzyme esca;. in to X. r ith this proviso, then,
the results are on the whole encouraging.
f) The Sulphanilamide-A cetyla ting 7,ystem.
igure 11 summarises the position at the moment.
For reasons already nrn ti one d this is a much better
system to work with. But unfortunately we have not
had time to comtare the activity of the fractions pre
pared and estimated on the choline system with this o 'e.
Preliminary observations indicate a close agreement
activity. For evaluation of unknown samples testing
carried out s t two leve 1s slight ly below and ab ove t'
unit point respectively and take the average. In eac'
assay run are included the unit and the saturation
point with reference coenzyTe- (rabbit liver ). The
curve does not pass through the origin since an unchanging emou: t of coenzyme A has remained after ageing.
g) Co- enzyme A in Ventral Horn Cells.
Three cats have been used. Preliminary ob-7ervst
where to improve the yield.,

Dl

in the grey nrEitt :r.
However, the range of concentration 20 to 50 wilts of
coenzyme A per gram of fresh tissue is wide for one
ions show the presence of cOenzyme

A

species. Exp^riments comparing the two sides of one
animal may yield more encotzaaing results, especially
when

the technique is mastered.
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DISCU3'3IC1a.

Satisfactory results as -to the origin of the
acetyl group of Ach are given by the gut experiments.
Acetate and acetylphos phate (115) were ineffective in
the extracted system for Ach synthesis. In the latte:
system it is possible that the acetyl_ radical is generated through the citric acid cycle by a series of
phosphorylations, these esters the mol;Ibdate of the
assay method would split. This may we11 explain the
enhancing effect of rnaesium and citrate ions togeth r
on Ach

synthesis.

The

problem of the source of the acetyl group

clarified

recent reports of work on this
subject by other authors. Eachmansohn and Weiss
(117) report a marked acceleret ory effect by dialysed
extract from acetone dried head anlie of the squid.
They quote unpub lish ed w ork and claim to have sh own
the direct incorporation of isotopic acetate in Ach
synthesised by the enzyme prepared from brain. The
negligible effects of added acetate with preparations
normally used may be due to the presence of ac state
in the extract or as a contaminant of the A.T.F.
The absence of effects with added acetyl phosphate rm,y be explained by recent results of Kaplan an
Lipmann (111) who obtained phosphate exchange between
acetyl phosphate, adenylic acid and glucose in extrac s
of aged acetone ponders from pigeon liver. They repo t
that the compound formed by the reaction between acet te
may be

by

A.T.P. differs from the synthetic monoacetyl phos
phate being resistant to o>-ecific acetyl phosphatase
and
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described by Shapiro and ';`ertheimer (1f5) and Lipmann
(124). The release of acetyl phosphatase in saline
extracts of acetone dried tissues is well known (124)
and this may explain its lack o` accelerating effect
in vitro.
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SUMMARY.

Acetate effect

potentiated by eserine
and inhibited b;. atropine.
(2) There is no acetate affect in a ,;loco^ e -free
(1)

on

gut is

medium.

(3)

(4)

Acetyl phosphate is amuch more effective stimulal:tt
than acetate.
For reasons noted in the introduction acetate
stimulates the production or release of Ach in t.

longitudinal muscle coat ith its under lying
plexus is able to synthesise Ach.
(6) Whole gut does not synthesise Ach under our con ditions , indicating the presence of an inhibitor.
(7) The Ach. synthesing system extracted from gut is
not potentiated by added acetate.
(8) Calcium depresses, magnesium and magnesium -r
citrate increase. the release of inorganic r,hosph =te
(5)

The

vv

from A.T.F.

(9). ili]agnesium is known to

be a

co- factor in transpho.

possibility

acetate a ising
from the citric acid cycle is discussed..
(10) Coenzyme
is present in Brain; it has been con entrated approximately 70 times.
(11) Coenzyme A is present in the ventral horn cells of
the cat.
phorylations
.A

(12F3); the

of
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SECTION

VI.

General. Conclusion:.
We

have seen how changes in ion

initiate local

chemical changes.

means changes in

rates

concentration

or

1.1tered metabolism

of chemical

reactions.

Not on y

decreases of total meta
bolism the sum of similar variations in the rates of he
component reacti ons ! but also qualitative changes ar the
resultant of increase in rates of certain reaction3 a d
decrees in others. The rate o_ a given reaction is
determined by the concentration of active reactants acid
pr oducts and by the catalytic conditions, especially Iy
the enzyme activity. Reactant concentrations can chai ge
only as a result of an antecedent change in another ci emical system which produces them - which gets no furt er
with the problem. If reactants are themselves ions, =nd
so moved by the stimulating currents this could be a
direct result of stimulation. In most cases, however,
such a re-distribution would demand prior changes in the
system to increase the phys ical availability , surface
adsorption and the like. These are more likely to be
secondary to more extensive chemical changes.
In contrast to the ref tively unpromising situa 'ion
are quantitative increases

or

modification of enzyme astivity,
and so of metabolism, by ion changes is both the or et'cally
probable and experiment ally estab lis hed . besides a
direct ion effect on the activity of a given enzyme, there

for substrate alteration,

a

exist the other possibilities o activating coenzyme
removing inhibitors and adding accelerators. Such i
effects are richly present in biological systems, an

n
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it
and

is useful to 1i .t

sorre

that are important in

muscle

nerve.

is essential for a nu, iber of key reacti ns
in carboh,drate deTradation and local increase in its
concentration would suffice to accelerate or initiate hem.
ú-gne sium as well as calcium is an essential component of
_,agnesiurn

the system which forms 4.T .P . and pyruvic acid from
hosphopyruvic acid and A.D.P. (126). This ion is nec;::>3hry for the splitting of A.T.P. by myosin (126).
Calcium is also required for the

splittin

phocalci

of

hate from A.T.P. by other A.T.P. ases (127) and
(interferes with formation of Ach from choline (128).

for. °.ation of A.T.P. is influenced ber all of t
major cellular cations (Mg, K, Ca); and its destructiin
y at least two (mg and Ca) .
decent studies show the importance of potassiumosin B contracts in 0.1 KC1 and relaxes when the
otassium concentration is doubled (1291. Potassium a so
ncreases the content of creatifle phosphate of muscle
while calcium decreases it) (.130 ), as well as of stab
hosphate esters in nerve (131). This ion also aids bath
he synthesis and liberation of Ach. and, conversely A
or A.T.P. can release Potassium (732).
It is not difficult to trace connections between
hese catalytic actions of the tissue cations and the
hysiological effects which ion changes produce; but
The

'

t present relating specific actions
e

to specific events would

mainly guesswork.

Danielli (26) has stated "The membrane potential
to some extent a function of metabolism but probably

-76-

rather indirectly so."

introduction of metabolis
into the theory of the resting membrane potential of
nerve would be by far insufficient if it were made on y
in that manner. In point of fact, it is now evident
that oxidative metabolism directly establishes and ma ntains the membrane potential, to a certain extent ind:pendently of the external as well as the internal concent ation
of ions.
At the present state of oix knowledge it is not
possible to draw a detailed picture of the mechonism
The

whereby uptake of molecular oxygen by the nerve

results

in the establishment of the membrane potential. Lore.te
de ?o's experiments showed that anodal current was ab e
to restare the excitability of partl: depolarised ner because by displacing ions of the opposite signs thro gh
distances of the order of ionic radii, it increases thpotential difference acros7- a double layer.
In view of the

potential

relative independence

of the composition of the

of the membr -ne

external

medium and

internal concentration of Potassium, it se-rns
possible that the establishment of the double layer is
mainly referable to the oxidation reduction system of the
chain of oxidative enzymes and substrates, and it see i.
reasonable to sup ose that potassium and sodium can pl :,y
a specific role only in so far as they can directly or
indirectly participate in en zyrmt is reactions. Vie nee
more knowledge of the mechanisms of cellular oxidation..
even of the

The Ach.

system remains an enigma.

the synthesing system travels
body to

down

It

may

be the

the axon from the c: 11

suprly the terminals with Ach.

It

may

have a

-78-

function in the synthesis of the choline containing
phospholipoids - choline lack increases the turnover I
phospholipoids (133) and it can replace calcium in
enabling myosin to split A.T.P. (134). There is no
doubt that the Ach. system has general importance but
when emphasis shifts to other chemical products of
nerve the Ach system ma;7 then find its true r osit ion
.

in the

cell

economy.
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